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BY LYDIA CHESNICK

BOSTON — The same property man-
ager who vigilantly documents and
monitors a six-figure building addi-

tion may, on a smaller repair project, sim-
ply sign a single page work proposal, with-
out any meaningful review.  The most
basic of questions, whether the contractor
is licensed, what are and who secures the
necessary permits, or whether there is
adequate insurance coverage, are never
asked. While comprehensive AIA con-

tracts govern the
more significant
construction proj-
ects, these smaller
jobs frequently fail
to command any
level of due dili-
gence.

The apparent
economics of a
modest scope of
work, the lack of
uniform contracts
among vendors for

these small size projects and the frequent
urgency of a repair contribute to an end
product potentially fraught with unad-
dressed issues. The unfortunate result,
ironically, often transforms these seeming-
ly minor undertakings into exceedingly
costly endeavors. The “simple” agreement
becomes anything but simple when a proj-
ect fails to go according to plan.
Frequently, the executed proposal is
designed only to safeguard the contractor,
lacking the most basic of owner-oriented
provisions and protections.

Omitting key terms results in signifi-
cant traps for unwary management agents
and owners. It is not unusual for these
“simple” agreements to omit:
• An adequate description of the 

Scope of Work
• Lien Waiver Requests
• Established Pricing
• Liability insurance and indemnification 

clauses other than requiring the 
Owner/Customer to provide the 
contractor with insurance and 
indemnities

• Warranties
• Timing of payments in relation to 

work completion

These barebones, pre-printed forms
often contain little more than the name of
the vendor’s company (which may not
even be an actual legal entity but simply a
dba), an address, a signature line with the
heading “Accept” and a vague description
of the work at a cost subject to numerous
caveats and contingencies which, if actual-
ly reviewed, would not be acceptable.
Bereft of the most basic of details, these
agreements fail to
address the all too
familiar scenarios of a
contractor’s nonperfor-
mance, disagreements
about the scope or com-
pletion of work and,
when the inevitable dis-
pute arises, these agree-
ments afford no protec-
tion to the owner who has, by signing and
“accepting,” likely made itself captive to
the terms of a deficient agreement.

Ideally, management companies should
either maintain their own form of contrac-
tor agreements or alternatively, a checklist
with key provisions. In either instance, a
mechanism should also be in place to con-
sult with professionals, as needed, to
address project and property specific
issues.  If work involves a roof or other risk
laden work area, liability considerations
and protections are key.  If work is in a
tenanted area, lease provisions must be
addressed. In short, critical terms, such as
timing, cost and legal compliance cannot

be neglected regardless of the size of the
project.  That neglect, failing to well-docu-
ment the arrangement and carefully vet
the vendor, potentially catapults what is
originally viewed as a small job into a very
large, costly dispute.

To avoid that dreaded realization that
the agreement was an unintended leap of
faith, protocols must be in place before any
form of contract is executed. It is essential

that property managers
and owners invest the
extra time and cost
before signing on any
dotted line that is pref-
aced by those all impor-
tant words “agreed &
accepted.”. The end
result will yield a docu-
mented arrangement

which not only includes the expectations of
both parties but also incorporates the need-
ed protections when expectations are not
met or the unexpected occurs.

Lydia Chesnick is a partner in the
Boston law firm of Bernkopf Goodman.
Her practice encompasses real estate and
business law. In 25-plus years represent-
ing clients, she has become an authority
in her chosen specialties of real estate
acquisitions and sales, financing of
properties, leasing of retail and office
space, all aspects of property manage-
ment and the hospitality industry as well
as working with small business owners.

CRE Managers Need to be Small-Minded
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Omitting key terms results
in significant traps for
unwary management
agents and owners.
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